
Chapter 7:

A Language for

Describing Shapes

7.1 Describing Shapes

Ultimately, the efficacy of computation cannot be shown without reference to
some form of demonstration.  In practical terms, this is typically a
programmed implementation.  In the case of shape grammars, there are a
number of issues that have to resolved as the following quote indicates.

GRAIL is a quest for an environment for the interactive
representation, modelling, and generative composition (shape
editing) of two-dimensional and three-dimensional geometric
objects with or without non-spatial attributes.  Currently, work in
GRAIL focuses on efficient implementations of the algorithms
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based on the maximal representation of shapes, on user
interaction issues related to rule-based generative and drawing
systems, on radiosity-based rendering techniques, on semantic
interface issues, and on shape grammar applications with or
without associated descriptions (Stiny, 1990).  Planned work on
GRAIL includes the maximal representation of solids and
subshape recognition in three dimensions for line, plane, and
solid shapes.

Ramesh Krishnamurti (1992: 464)

These issues include the need for a unifying representation [i.e., maximal
element] of shapes, for transformation and recognition of shapes, for user-
interface and interaction design, for presentation and selection of shapes and
rules, and dealing with weighted (attributed) shapes or geometries.  Also
implied by this quote is the distinction between internal and external aspects.
In its own right, each of these issues is difficult, as three recent dissertations
indicate: Stouffs (1994), Chase (1996), and Tapia (1996).

Stouffs lays the foundation for an algebraic treatment of shapes based on a
maximal element representation and develops the algorithms for the three-
dimensional shapes that form the kernel upon which my programmed
demonstration, described below, is based.  Chase explores modeling through
weighted geometries and demonstrates his ideas through a logic
programming paradigm.  Tapia explores issues on the presentation and
selection of rules.  His work includes a refinement of Krishnamurti’s (1982)
original shape grammar implementation.  None of these dissertations,
however, touch upon the issue of describing shapes independent of an
underlying internal representation.  This is an important issue in the context
of developing shape grammar implementations.

The basis of my work on describing shapes is the treatment of weighted
geometries that is currently being pursued and researched by Stouffs and
Krishnamurti (1996).  Their work, though not yet fully completed, is sufficient
enough for me to proceed with an initial development of a shape description
language.  Stouffs is currently implementing a new GRAIL kernel in both
Java and C.  I am using a version of his new C language kernel as the
programming framework for my own effort.  The remainder of this chapter
focuses on such a language for describing shapes.
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7.2 Sorts, Individuals, and Forms

Shapes are described by their geometry and by associated attributes.  A way
of unifying the treatment of shapes is through the notion of sorts.  A brief
outline is provided [I omit the mathematical details].

7.2.1 Sorts

Although the language definition is given in the sequel, it is best to first deal
with sorts in the context of the shape description language.

Sorts are collections of entities that are characterized by representative
characteristic individuals, which can be considered to specify information
types.  For example, a sort of points can be specified by the information type
associated with the notion of a point, which, at a base level, is simply an
ordered tuple of coordinate values: x, y, z, etc.

For my purpose, a sort is a set of similar models for a given abstract entity.
A sort is represented by four components, “any particular instance of this sort
is defined by the system of characteristic equations (over characteristic and
instance parameters) and a tuple of values for instance parameters” (Stouffs
and Krishnamurti, 1996: 3).

7.2.2 Individuals

An element of a sort is an individual.  For instance, a point is an individual of
the sort of points.

Sorts can be classified according to the nature of their individuals: if a sort
only allows forms (see below) to be single individuals, it is said to be singly-

associated; otherwise, it is multiply-associated.  An example of a singly-
associated sort would be that of colors, since colors combine to form a single
color.  On the other hand, the sort of labels or annotations are multiply-
associated.  An object may have as many labels as it needs.

7.2.3 Forms

A form is a collection of one or more individuals within the same sort.  For
example, a collection of points thus defines a form.  This collection is also a
set.  Forms can be operated upon algebraically through operations such as
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sum, difference, product, symmetric difference, partition, and so on (see
Section 7.3.11).  The operation on two forms of a sort yields a form of the same
sort.

7.2.4 Simple and Composite Sorts

There are two types of sort: simple sort and composite sort.

Sorts can be operated upon algebraically; that is, individuals of different
sorts can be combined to form individuals of an entirely new sort.  Any
individual of a sort can be assigned attributes, creating a form of a new simple
sort.  This simple sort is the result of composing two simple sorts under a
cartesian product (×).  An individual of this sort has two components.  The
first component is the individual of the original sort, and the second is the
attribute of this individual, a form.  The individuals of an attribute form may
themselves have attributes thus permitting a simple sort to be recursively
composed of multiple simple sorts.  In this way, a simple sort can have
weights, which are the simple sorts of the attribute form.

[For now] simple sorts can be composed under sum (+); the result is a
composite sort.  The corresponding form is called a metaform.  A simple sort
defines a conjunction of simple sorts, whereas a composite sort specifies the
disjunction of simple sorts.  Each of these simple sorts can provide a form for
the metaform of a composite sort.

7.3 The Shape Description Language

The preceding description for sorts and individuals are incorporated in an
interpretive language for describing spatial representation: the shape
description language (SDL).  SDL is type sensitive, namely, each operation
replies on strong typing.  The initial design goals are to have:

• flexibility in describing shapes;

• a simple syntax;

• easy extensibility;

• capability of incorporating computable non-geometric information.

My goal is to keep SDL as small and simple as possible, making it easier to
program, debug, and more importantly for a user, to learn.  Keeping the
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language small makes it more robust, since there are fewer opportunities for
programming errors.  The syntax of the language was shaped by the above
notions of sorts and individuals.  I begin with the usual definition for the legal
character set.

7.3.1 Character Set

The character set for SDL includes some graphic as well as non-graphic

characters.  Graphic characters are those that are printable.  Non-graphic
characters are represented by escape sequences consisting of a backslash \

followed by a letter.  The graphic characters are summarized in Table 7.1.

Comments

SDL allows user comments.  Comments are prefixed by // and any
sequence of characters between // and a new line is ignored (i.e., treated as a
comment).  They can be placed freely in a SDL program.

Separators

There are two kinds: (i) semicolon (;) to separate statements; (ii) comma (,)
to separate elements in a list, array, or tuple.

7.3.2 Primary Data Types

SDL provides five primary data types: boolean for logical values; int and real

for numerical values; char and string for a single character and a sequence of
characters respectively.

Nil

There is a type nil to provide for the empty sort.  When nil is included in a
sort specification, it serves to optionalize individuals.  This is useful, for
example, for defining the empty shape as an individual.
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Character Name Usages Examples

0 … 9 decimal digits int, real, string 12

A … Z uppercase letters identifier Me

a … z lowercase letters identifier me

// double slash comment // a comment

: colon sort/type declaration sort x: int;

; semicolon statement separator x = 3;

, comma element separator (1, 2, 3)

space element separator (1 2 3)

“ double quotation mark string “a string”

( left parenthesis tuple, parameters (1, 2, 3)

) right parenthesis

[ left (square) bracket list index x[3]

] right (square) bracket

{ left brace list, function/statement body {1, 2, 3}

} right brace

! exclamation point boolean negation !true

&& double ampersand sign boolean and true && true

|| double vertical bar boolean not true || false

< less than logical operation 2 < 3

<= less than or equal to logical operation 2 <= 3

> greater than logical operation 3 > 2

>= greater than or equal to logical operation 3 >= 2

== equal to logical operation 2 == 2

+ plus arithmetic add 1 + 2

- minus arithmetic substraction 1 - 2

* asterisk arithmetic multiplication 1 * 2

/ slash arithmetic division 1 / 2

% percent sign arithmetic remainder (mod) 3 % 2

^ caret/circumflex concatenation “abc” ^ “def”
{1, 2, 3} ^ {3, 4,
5}

:: double colon list cons operator 1:: {2, 3}

= assign to assignment x = 1 + 3;

. period real, member separator 12.3

@ “at” sign member/ individual index x.@1

? question mark predicate int?(2)

\ backslash escape sequences \”

Table 7.1.  Character set for SDL.
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Boolean

The boolean type consists of the values true and false.  Ordinary negation is
available through the unary ! (not) operator.  Likewise, the operators && (and)
and || (or) are provided.

!true ⇒  false

true && false ⇒  false

true || false ⇒  true

!(true || false) ⇒  false

The conditional statement:

if ‘(‘ exp ‘)’ then ‘{‘ statements1 ‘}’ [ else ‘{‘ statements2 ‘}’ ] ;

is considered here because its first argument, exp, must be a boolean.  The else

clause is optional.

if (true) then {
// do something here

};

Numbers

There are two number types: int for positive and negative integers, and
real for floating point numbers.  Integers are presented in the usual way.  Real
numbers can be presented as decimals or exponentials.  The exponent is
indicated by an E or e.  Negative numbers are written with a minus sign.

The arithmetic operators, +, -, *, / (div), and % (mod) are provided for
numbers, with % being an integer operation.  Both operands must be of the
same type.  For integers / represents integer division.

The relational operators, <, <=, >, >=, ==, and != are also provided.  Each takes
two numerical expressions and returns a boolean according to whether or not
the relation holds.
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int is a function takes as an argument a real number or a character.  In the
former case, it truncates the number to an integer; in the latter case, it returns
the ASCII character set encoding for the character. real as a function converts
an integer to the corresponding real number representation.

3 + 4 ⇒  7

4 / 3 ⇒  1
4 % 2 ⇒  0

3 > 4 ⇒  false

int(3.4) ⇒  3

in(‘A’) ⇒  65

3.4 + 1.2 ⇒  4.6

3.4 + 1 // illegal expression,
// both operands must be the same type

3.4 > 1.2 ⇒  true

3.4 > 1 // illegal comparison
// both operands must be the same type

real(3) ⇒  3.0

3.4 + real(1) ⇒  4.4

Three functions, floor, ceil, and round respectively return the floor, ceiling,
and the nearest integer of its real argument.

floor(3.5) ⇒ 3

ceil(3.5) ⇒ 4

round(3.5) ⇒ 4

Characters

The type char specifies a single character, which is presented as a single
character or an escape sequence within single quotes ('…').  The complete set
of escape sequence is:
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Internally, a character is an integer corresponding to its numeric value in
the machine’s character set.  For example, in the ASCII character set, ‘0’ has
the value 48.  I provide a char function which converts an integer to a char
according to the ASCII character set.  As previously stated, the function int

takes a char and returns its integer value in the ASCII character set.

The arithmetic operators + and - are provided for chars as too are the usual
relational operators, <, <=, >, >=, ==, and !=.

‘a’ // a character ‘a’

‘’ // nil character

char(48) ⇒  ‘0’

int(‘0’) ⇒  48

‘a’ + ‘b’ → char(int(‘a’) + int(‘b’)) ⇒  char(97 + 98) = ‘’

‘a’ <= ‘b’ → int(‘a’) <= int(‘b’) ⇒  true

‘a’ == ‘a’ ⇒  true

String

The type string specifies the set of finite sequences of characters.  Strings are
written in the conventional fashion as characters between double quotes
("…").  The double quote itself is escaped as “\””.  The concatenation operator (^)
is an infix append operation that takes two strings and merges them into one.
The function slength returns the length of a given string.

\b backspace \? question mark

\f formfeed \’ single quote

\n newline \” double quote

\r carriage return \ooo octal number
where o is an octal digit (0..7)\t horizontal tab

\\ backslash \xhh hexadecimal number
where h is a hexadecimal digit (0..9, a..f, A..F)
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The relational operators, <, <=, >, >=, ==, and !=, are available for strings.
Each takes two strings and returns a boolean.  Suppose a and b are two
strings, The relation a == b is true if a and b are identical, and a < b is true if a is
a substring of b.

“abc” // a string

abc // not a string

“” // an empty string (nil)

“ ” // a string which is a space

“abc” ^ “” ⇒  “abc”

“abc” ^ “ def” ⇒  “abc def”

slength(“abc def”) ⇒  7

“ab” == “ab” ⇒  true

“bc” <= “abcd” ⇒  true

7.3.3 Type Definition

Type definition in SDL is provided for the grouping of one or more (possibly)
different data types or sorts under a single name, to organize data by treating
related variables as a unit.  It is similar to the struct and typedef constructs in
C.  Types are specified by a name, a type expression, and optional type
conditions.

type <type name> ‘:’ <type expression> [ ‘{‘ < type conditions> ‘}’ ] ;

The type expression is a combination of types, specified either as a sum (+)
or cartesian product (*).

type position : (x : real) * (y : real) * (z : real) + (x : int) * (y : int) * (z : int) * (w : int);

Each constructor in a type expression is either an existing type or a simple
data type.  When specified as a sum, type expressions indicate different type
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alternatives; when specified as a cartesian product they define a structure or
combination in which data is represented as a tuple (see Section 7.3.8).

7.3.4 Sort Definition

A sort is specified by a sort name, an associated sort expression, and optional
sort conditions.  A sort expression is a combination of sorts, containing sum (+)
or cartesian product (*).  Each constructor for a sort expression is either an
existing sort or a pre-defined characteristic individual (see Section 7.3.5).

sort <sort name> ‘:’ <sort expression> [ ‘{‘ < sort conditions> ‘}’ ] ;

sort points : point; // points is a sort made up by the
// characteristic individual point

sort labels : label; // labels is a sort made up by the
// characteristic individual label

sort labeled_points : (p : point) * (l : labels);
// labeled_points is a sort made
// up by the characteristic

// individual point with the
// the sort labels as its attribute

Note that the sort expression under product, recursively defines a sort
taking the first constructor as the individual, and the other as the attributes.
For example:

sort dummy : (p : point) * (p : point) * (l : label)

is equivalent to the following definition

sort dummy : (p : point) * ((p : point) * ((l : label) * nil))

7.3.5 Predefined Sorts: Characteristic Individuals for Shapes

Characteristic individuals define sorts.  Each characteristic individual also
uniquely specifies a category.  GRAIL provides ten primary characteristic
individuals for describing shapes1:
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• point;

• line (infinite line), lineseg (line segment), and boundary;

• plane (infinite plane), planeseg (plane segment), and shell;

• volume;

• label and weight.

We can use the characteristic individuals, in an object-oriented fashion, as
a description of its sort, as a function that creates individuals of the same sort,
and as a truth-functional predicate.  In the latter case, for notational
convenience, we append the suffix ‘?’.

Point

The information type point is the characteristic individual for specifying a
sort of points.  The corresponding function point() defines an individual point
through its cartesian coordinates.  Coordinates can be either reals in which
case the point is given by the cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), or integers in which
case the point is in homogeneous coordinates (x, y, z, w).  The function point?()

detects if a given value is an individual of the sort point.  Thus we have:

point ‘(’ x, y, z : real ‘)’ or point ‘(’ x, y, z, w : int ‘)’

point? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

point(0, 0, 0, 1);

point(0.0, 0.0, 0.0);

Line

The object line is a characteristic individual for specifying a sort of
infinitely long lines.  Notice that the two reference points are specified by
individuals of type position + point where the type position specifies a position
in three dimensional space, similar to the sort point.

line ‘(’ p1, p2 : position + point ‘)’

1. Rudi Stouffs (private communication).
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type position: (x : int) * (y : int) * (z : int) * (w : int) + (x : real) * (y : real) * (z : real)

line? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

line((0, 0, 0, 1), (2, 0, 0, 1));

line(point(0, 0, 0, 1), (2, 0, 0, 1));

line((0.0, 0.0, 0.0), (2.0, 0.0, 0.0));

Line Segment

The characteristic individual lineseg is provided for a line segment which
is defined by two distinct points.

lineseg ‘(’ p1, p2 : position + point ‘)’

lineseg? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

Boundary

The characteristic individual boundary specifies the boundary lines of a
simple planar surface, and has at least three distinct ordered line segments.
The end point of any line segment must be identical to the start point of its
adjacent line segment.

boundary ‘(’ … : lineseg ‘)’ or boundary ‘(’ … : point + position ‘)’

boundary? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

Plane

The characteristic individual plane defines a sort of infinite planes.  The
reference boundary is specified for an infinite plane.

plane ‘(’ p1, p2, p3 : position + point ‘)’ or

plane ‘(’ normal : direction , p : position + point ‘)’

type direction : position

plane? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean
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Plane Segment

The characteristic individual planeseg defines a plane segment made up of
one or more boundaries.  The first boundary is outer, and all others are inner.

planeseg ‘(’ … : boundary ‘)’

planeseg? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

Shell

A shell is similar to a boundary.  A shell is made up of planes.

shell ‘(’ … : planeseg ‘)’

shell? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

Volume Segment

The characteristic individual volume specifies a volume segment.  Each
volume is made up of shells, the first one is an outer shell, all others are inner
shells.

volume ‘(’ … : shell ‘)’

volume? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

Label

The characteristic individual label specifies a sort of labels. An individual
label can be a character, string, integer, or real.

label ‘(’ l : char + string + int + real ‘)’

label? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

label(“square”);

label(2);

Weight

The characteristic individual weight specifies a sort of weights, such as
thickness.  In the current implementation of SDL, an individual weight is a
real number greater than 0.
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weight ‘(’ l : real ‘)’

weight ? ‘(’ _ ‘)’ : boolean

weight(1.0);

weight(0.5);

7.3.6 Identifiers, Declarations, and Bindings

Identifiers must be declared before they are used.  Since identifiers can be
used in different ways in SDL, there is a form of declaration for each usage.

Identifiers and Variables

An identifier is a sequence of letters and digits of arbitrary length.  The first
character must be a letter; underscore ( _ ) counts as a letter.  Letters are case
distinct.  x, X, y, _var_x, … are examples of variables.

Declarations (Instances)

A variable is specified by the keyword instance together with an associated
type expression or a sort.  A form of a given sort is specified by an instance

definition.

instance <identifiers> ‘: ’ <type expression or sort> ;

instance k : int; // declare k is an instance of int

type binary : int {binary == 1 || binary == 0};

instance x : binary;

instance y : binary;

x = 1;

y = 1;
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Note that, for the above examples, x and y are identical because both are
the same instance (1) of the same type (binary) except one is named x and the
other y.

7.3.7 Assignments

An assignment statement binds a variable with a particular value according
to its type/sort.  If the type/sort of a value is different from the type/sort of
the identifier, an error is encountered and the variable is not changed.

<identifier> ‘=’ <value expression> ;

instance x : int;

x = 20 + 30;

x = x * 12;

x = “abc”; // an error, type inconsistency

instance x : string; // re-declare x

x = “abc”;

Garbage Collection

For reasons of storage efficiency, memory that is no longer in use has to be
recovered or deallocated.  Typically, a language implementation performs
garbage collection to free unused memory space.  At this stage in the design,
SDL does not perform automatic garbage collection and an explicit destructor
purge() is provided for the user to free the content of a constructor.

Suppose, for example,

x = y;

x = z;

If y is no longer in use, the user can free the memory space for y by
invoking

purge(y); // free the memory for y

Once memory for y has been freed, the following statement will generate
an error.

w = y; // an error, y has been freed
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7.3.8 Sets of Data

List

The elements of a list are of a single type.  Elements are separated by
commas or spaces and enclosed within a pair of braces ({}).  The declaration of
a list is indicated by a type and square brackets ([]).  The size of a list can be
specified within the square brackets.  The length of a list can be inquired by
the function llength.

The list of no elements, is presented either as nil or [].  The value of any
element can be accessed via an index.  Indexing starts from 1.

instance x1, x2: int[]; // two integer list

instance y: real[3];

y = {1.2, 3.4, 4.5}; // a real list with length 3

llength({1, 2, 3, 4}) ⇒  4

The concatenation operator (^) appends the second list to the first.  The
cons operator (::) appends an element to the end of a list.  The operators +, -,
and * are provided for list union, difference, and intersection respectively.

{1, 2, 3} ^ {3, 4, 5} ⇒  {1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5}

7 :: {1, 2, 3} ⇒  {7, 1, 2, 3}

3 :: nil ⇒  {3}

1 :: 2 :: 3 :: nil ⇒  {1, 2, 3}

{1, 2, 3} + {3, 4, 5} ⇒  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

{1, 2, 3} - {3, 4, 5} ⇒  {1, 2}

{1, 2, 3} * {3, 4, 5} ⇒  {3}

There are two special functions for lists: head and tail. head retrieves the
first element of a given list, and tail returns the list of the remaining elements.
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head({1, 2, 3}) ⇒  1

tail({1, 2, 3}) ⇒  {2, 3}

given any list x, x == head(x) :: tail(x)

Lists can be nested.

instance x: int[][3]= {{1, 2, 3} {2, 4, 5} {8, 9, 10, 11}};

x[1] ⇒  {1, 2, 3}

x[1][2] ⇒  2

x[3] ⇒  {8, 9, 10, 11}

x[3][4] ⇒  11

x[3][5] // wrong index accessing

Tuple

A tuple is formed by taking a list of two or more expressions of any type,
separated by commas, and enclosed within parenthesis.  Usually, a tuple is
specified by a type definition.  The length of a tuple can be inquired by the
function tlength.

(1, 1.5, “me”) is a tuple of type int*real*string, and its length is three.

Given a tuple or a variable whose value is a tuple, we can access the i-th
component by applying the @i index operator.

(1, 1.5, “me”).@1 ⇒  1 // 1st component

(1, 1.5, “me”).@2 ⇒  1.5 // 2nd component

(1, 1.5, “me”).@3 ⇒  “me” // 3rd component

tlength((1, 1.5, “me”)) ⇒  3
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7.3.9 Conditions, Defaults, and Current

Conditions

The condition binding is used to define constraints.  It is specified in the
same way as logical expressions.

instance <identifiers> ‘: ’ <type expression or sort> ‘{‘ <instance conditions> ‘}’ ;

instance pint : int {pint >= 0}; // pint is an instance of integer
// greater than or equal to 0

instance alist : int[] {llength(alist) >= 3};
// alist is an instance of any integer list
// with at least length 3

Defaults

The default binding provides for defining default values.  Defaults can be
dynamically changed.  The default binding is useful for specifying parametric
shapes.

default <type or sort> ‘=’ <default values> ;

instance x : int {x >= 0}; // define an instance x

default x = 5; // set default for x

default x = 10; // reset the default for x

default x = -5; // wrong statement, because x
// must be greater than or equal to 0

Note that the default value for an identifier has to be set explicitly using
the default binding.  Two auxiliary functions are also provided.  The function
rdefault retrieves the default value.  An example, x + rdefault(y) adds the value
x to the default value of y (which may be different from the current value of
y).  The other function has_default? detects whether a given identifier has a
default value set.
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Current

current is a special instance which may be of any data type or sort.  Its data
type or sort depends on its value setting.  If a value is not assigned to any
particular variable (identifier), it is automatically assigned to current.

12; // 12 is assigned to current;

“a string”; // current = “a string”

Note that the above are equivalent to setting a value to current.

current = 12;

current = “a string”;

7.3.10 Functions

Defining Functions

The definition of a function in SDL is similar to conventional
programming languages, such as C or Pascal.  A function definition starts
with the keyword function.  Arguments to a function have to be explictly
typed at the time of the function definition.

function <function name> ‘(’ [ <parameters> ] ‘)’ ‘:’
<type expression or sort> <function body>;

function twice(x : int) : int {
twice = 2*x;

};

function add(x : int + real, y : int + real) : real {
add = real(x) + real(y);

} ;

instance x : real;
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x = add(3, 1.5); ⇒  x = 4.5

instance y : int;

y = twice(3); ⇒  y = 6

Type versus Function and Predicate

In SDL, for each basic type, there is a function with the same name as its
type.  For example, int is both a type and a function which truncates a real and
returns an integer.  The function identified by the type name with the suffix ?

detects if a given value is of this type or not and returns a boolean value.

The following are some of the built-in functions for the basic data types.

nil?

The predicate nil? is provided for detecting if a given variable is nil.

nil? ( _ ) : boolean

boolean and boolean?

The boolean function returns true for any non-zero integer or real;
otherwise, it returns false.

function boolean(x : int + real + boolean) : boolean {
if {x != 0} then {boolean = true;} else {boolean = false;};

}

boolean? ( _ ) : boolean ;

boolean(3) ⇒  true

boolean(false) ⇒  false

boolean?(3) ⇒  false

boolean?(false) ⇒  true
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int and int?

The int function truncates a real to an integer, or converts a character into
an integer value according to the ASCII character set.  The predicate int?

detects if a given value is an integer or not.

int ( x : int + real + char) : int

int? ( _ ) : boolean

int(3.6) ⇒  3

int(3) ⇒  3

int?(3.0) ⇒  false

int?(3) ⇒  true

real and real?

The function real converts an integer into a real.  The predicate real? detects
if a given value is a real number or not.

real ( x : int + real) : real

real? ( _ ) : boolean ;

real(3) ⇒  3.0

real(3.6) ⇒  3.6

real?(3) ⇒  false

real?(3.0) ⇒  true

char and char?

The function char can be used in two ways.  Firstly, it converts an integer to
a char according to the ASCII character set.  Secondly, it returns the character
for the given index of a string.  The predicate char? detects if a given value is a
char or not.
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char (x : char + int {x >= 0 && x <=255} ) : char

char (x : string, index : int ) : char

char? ( _ ) : boolean ;

char(‘A’) ⇒  ‘A’

char(65) ⇒  ‘A’

char(“a string”, 3) ⇒  ‘s’

char(“a string”, 9) ⇒  ‘’ or nil

char?(‘A’) ⇒  true

char?(65) ⇒  false

string and string?

The string function converts a character into a string or a substring of a
given string.  The predicate string? detects if a given value is a string or not.

string (x : char + string) : string

string (x : string, start : int, end : int ) : string

string? ( _ ) : boolean

string(‘a’) ⇒  “a”

string(“a string”) ⇒  “a string”

string(“a string”, 2, 5) ⇒  “ str”

string(“a string”, 9, 12) ⇒  “” or nil

string?(23) ⇒  false

string?(‘a’) ⇒  false

string?(“a string”) ⇒  true
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7.3.11 Algebraic Operations on Forms

GRAIL employs a maximal representation for weighted geometries.  For any
sort, GRAIL represents its forms by maximalizing, in order, its constituent
forms.  Sorts are treated as algebras and there are pre-defined algebraic
operations on forms.  I outline the basic algebraic operations in GRAIL.
Forms are denoted in upper case letters and individuals in lower case.  Below,
A, and B are forms of the same sort, and a is an individual of the same sort as
A.

form_sum (A, B) ≡ A = A + B ; purge (B)

Takes the sum of two discrete forms A and B, and stores the result in A and
purges B.

form_difference (A, B) ≡ A = A - B

Takes the difference of two discrete forms A and B, and stores the result in
A.

form_product (A, B) ≡ A = A * B ; purge (B)

Takes the product of two discrete forms A and B, and stores the result in A

and purges B.

form_sym_difference (A, B) ≡ A = A / B ; purge (B)

Takes the symmetric difference of two discrete forms A and B, and stores
the result in A and purges B.

form_partition (A, B, C) ≡ C = A * B ; A = A - C; B = B - C

Partitions two discrete forms A and B, and stores the common part in C

and the respective disjoint parts in A and B.

form_part_of (A, B) ≡ A <= B

Returns true if form A is part of form B.
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form_equals (A, B) ≡ A == B

Returns true if two forms A and B are equal.

form_duplicate_into (A, B) ≡ A = form_duplicate (B)

Makes form A a duplicate of B.

form_add (A, a)

Adds an individual a to the form A.

attribute_add (a, b)

Adds an individual b to the attribute form of the individual a.

form_maximal (A)

Maximalizes a form A and restores the result to A.

7.4 A Tutorial on SDL

I now give a short overview of programming in SDL.  My aim here is to show
the essential features of the language as currently implemented.  SDL is
implemented in C under the UNIX environment.  The current graphic display
is simple and based on the X window library.

7.4.1 Getting Started

The user enters sdl (or the full pathname) at the UNIX prompt (%) to run the
shape description language.  A SDL prompt will appear after program
initialization.

% sdl

Shape Description Language Based on GRAIL

(c) 1996

SDL 1>
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7.4.2 Exiting SDL

To exit the SDL program, the user simply types ‘exit’ or ‘quit.’

SDL 1> exit

Exit program!! Bye.

%

or

SDL 1> quit

Exit program!! Bye.

%

The program terminates and returns the user to the UNIX shell.

7.4.3 Input

The basic idea in SDL is to let the user interactively describe a shape.  The
user can enter any SDL statement at the SDL prompt.  There are three ways to
input descriptions to SDL.

Command Line Input

The user can specify a resource file when she/he starts the program as a
command line argument.  SDL will take the first argument as a resource file
and execute each description.

% sdl sdl_dummy

Shape Description Language Based on GRAIL

(c) 1996
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SDL 1>

Sourcing an SDL Program

The user can source a file containing SDL statements using the source

function.

SDL 1> source(“sdl_dummy”);

Interactively

Normally, the user inputs the description statements after the SDL
prompt.  Each statement is ended by a semicolon (;).  The description
statements include sort/type definitions, expressions, and functions.  Any
characters between the reserved symbol double slash (//) and the new line are
treated as a comment.

SDL 2> // add a comment here

>> comment

SDL 3> print(x);

unknown: x

SDL 4>

Note that the program will prompt the result or (error/warning) message
after it executes each description statement.

7.4.4 Defining New Sorts

The user defines a new sort by following the sort definition.  The sort name
has the same restriction as the identifier.  If a sort name was already defined
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before, the new definition will overwrite the old one.  Furthermore, any sort
definition will be reduced to the composition of the basic sorts.  For instance,
suppose that sort x was defined by the simple sorts a * b before, and a new
sort y is defined by sort x, the sort y will be reduced to a * b.  The following
example illustrates these cases.

SDL 4> sort labeled_points : (points : point) * (plabel : label);

name ‘points’ is assigned the sort ‘[Point]’

>> sort (points): (points:point)

sort: (points = [Point])

name ‘plabel’ is assigned the sort ‘[Label]’

>> sort (plabel): (plabel:label)

sort: (plabel = [Label])

name ‘labeled_points’ is assigned the sort ‘[Point] * [Label]’

>> sort (labeled_points): ((points:point)*(plabel:label))

sort: labeled_points = (points = [Point]) * (plabel = [Label])

SDL 5> sort labeled_lines : (lines : line) * (llabel : label);

name ‘lines’ is assigned the sort ‘[Line]’

>> sort (lines): (lines:line)

sort: (lines = [Line])

name ‘llabel’ is assigned the sort ‘[Label]’

>> sort (llabel): (llabel:label)

sort: (llabel = [Label])

name ‘labeled_lines’ is assigned the sort ‘[Line] * [Label]’

>> sort (labeled_lines): ((lines:line)*(llabel:label))

sort: labeled_lines = (lines = [Line]) * (llabel = [Label])
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SDL 6> sort weight_lines : (wlines : line) * (lthickness : weight);

name ‘wlines’ is assigned the sort ‘[Line]’

>> sort (wlines): (wlines:line)

sort: (wlines = [Line])

name ‘lthickness’ is assigned the sort ‘[Real]’

>> sort (lthickness): (lthickness:weight)

sort: (lthickness = [Real])

name ‘weight_lines’ is assigned the sort ‘[Line] * [Real]’

>> sort (weight_lines): ((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight))

sort: weight_lines = (wlines = [Line]) * (lthickness = [Real])

SDL 7> sort lw_lines : (wli : weight_lines) * (wlilab : label);

name ‘wli’ is assigned the sort ‘[Line] * [Real]’

>> sort (wli): (wli:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))

sort: (wli = weight_lines)

name ‘wlilab’ is assigned the sort ‘[Label]’

>> sort (wlilab): (wlilab:label)

sort: (wlilab = [Label])

name ‘lw_lines’ is assigned the sort ‘[Line] * [Real] * [Label]’

>> sort (lw_lines): ((wli:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label))

sort: lw_lines = (wli = weight_lines) * (wlilab = [Label])

SDL 8> sort labeled_linesegs : (linesegs : lineseg) * (lslabel : label);

name ‘linesegs’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment]’

>> sort (linesegs): (linesegs:lineseg)

sort: (linesegs = [LineSegment])

name ‘lslabel’ is assigned the sort ‘[Label]’

>> sort (lslabel): (lslabel:label)
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sort: (lslabel = [Label])

name ‘labeled_linesegs’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] * [Label]’

>> sort (labeled_linesegs): ((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:label))

sort: labeled_linesegs = (linesegs = [LineSegment]) * (lslabel = [Label])

SDL 9> sort weight_linesegs : (ls : lineseg) * (thickness : weight);

name ‘ls’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment]’

>> sort (ls): (ls:lineseg)

sort: (ls = [LineSegment])

name ‘thickness’ is assigned the sort ‘[Real]’

>> sort (thickness): (thickness:weight)

sort: (thickness = [Real])

name ‘weight_linesegs’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] * [Real]’

>> sort (weight_linesegs): ((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight))

sort: weight_linesegs = (ls = [LineSegment]) * (thickness = [Real])

SDL 10> sort lw_linesegs : (wls : weight_linesegs) * (wlslab : label);

name ‘wls’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] * [Real]’

>> sort (wls): (wls:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))

sort: (wls = weight_linesegs)

name ‘wlslab’ is assigned the sort ‘[Label]’

>> sort (wlslab): (wlslab:label)

sort: (wlslab = [Label])

name ‘lw_linesegs’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] * [Real] * [Label]’

>> sort (lw_linesegs): ((wls:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label))

sort: lw_linesegs = (wls = weight_linesegs) * (wlslab = [Label])

SDL 11> sort lsshapes : labeled_linesegs + weight_linesegs + lw_linesegs;
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name ‘lsshapes’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] * [Label] +
[LineSegment] * [Real] + [LineSegment] * [Real] * [Label]’

>> sort (lsshapes): ((labeled_linesegs:((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:label)))+
(weight_linesegs:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))+
(lw_linesegs:((wls:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label))))

sort: lsshapes = labeled_linesegs + weight_linesegs + lw_linesegs

SDL 12> sort lshapes : labeled_lines + weight_lines + lw_lines;

name ‘lshapes’ is assigned the sort ‘[Line] * [Label] + [Line] * [Real] +
[Line] * [Real] * [Label]’

>> sort (lshapes): ((labeled_lines:((lines:line)*(llabel:label)))+
(weight_lines:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))+
(lw_lines:((wli:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label))))

sort: lshapes = labeled_lines + weight_lines + lw_lines

SDL 13> sort labeled_shapes :  lsshapes + lshapes + labeled_points;

name ‘labeled_shapes’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] * [Label] +
[LineSegment] * [Real] + [LineSegment] * [Real] * [Label] + [Line] * [Label] +
[Line] * [Real] + [Line] * [Real] * [Label] + [Point] * [Label]’

>> sort (labeled_shapes): ((labeled_linesegs:((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:label)))
+(weight_linesegs:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))+(lw_linesegs:
((wls:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label)))+(labeled_lines:
((lines:line)*(llabel:label)))+(weight_lines:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))+
(lw_lines:((wli:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label)))+(labeled_points:
((points:point)*(plabel:label))))

sort: labeled_shapes = lsshapes + lshapes + labeled_points

SDL 14> sort sshapes :  points + lines + linesegs;

name ‘sshapes’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] + [Line] + [Point]’

>> sort (sshapes): ((points:point)+(lines:line)+(linesegs:lineseg))

sort: sshapes = points + lines + linesegs

SDL 15> sort shapes : labeled_shapes + sshapes;
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name ‘shapes’ is assigned the sort ‘[LineSegment] + [LineSegment] * [Label] +
[LineSegment] * [Real] + [LineSegment] * [Real] * [Label] + [Line] + [Line] *
[Label] + [Line] * [Real] + [Line] * [Real] * [Label] + [Point] + [Point] * [Label]’

>> sort (shapes): ((labeled_linesegs:((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:
label)))+(weight_linesegs:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))+(lw_linesegs:((wls:
((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label)))+(labeled_lines:((lines:line)*
(llabel:label)))+(weight_lines:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))+(lw_lines:((wli:
((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label)))+(labeled_points:((points:point)*
(plabel:label)))+(points:point)+(lines:line)+(linesegs:lineseg))

sort: shapes = labeled_shapes + sshapes

SDL 16>

7.4.5 Creating Instances

The user specifies new instances by following the instance definition.  The
instance name is an identifier.  If an instance definition already exists, the new
definition will overwrite the old definition.  Note that an identifier must be
declared before it is used; otherwise, an error occurs.  The following example
specifies four instances of sort shapes which was defined above.

SDL 16> instance s1, s2, s3, s4: shapes;

>> instance (s1): (shapes:((labeled_linesegs:((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:label)))
+(weight_linesegs:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))+(lw_linesegs:((wls:((ls:
lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label)))+(labeled_lines:((lines:line)*(llabel:
label)))+(weight_lines:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))+(lw_lines:((wli:((wlines:
line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label)))+(labeled_points:((points:point)*(plabel:
label)))+(points:point)+(lines:line)+(linesegs:lineseg)))

>> instance (s2): (shapes:((labeled_linesegs:((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:label)))
+(weight_linesegs:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))+(lw_linesegs:((wls:((ls:
lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label)))+(labeled_lines:((lines:line)*(llabel:
label)))+(weight_lines:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))+(lw_lines:((wli:((wlines:
line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label)))+(labeled_points:((points:point)*(plabel:
label)))+(points:point)+(lines:line)+(linesegs:lineseg)))
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>> instance (s3): (shapes:((labeled_linesegs:((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:label)))
+(weight_linesegs:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))+(lw_linesegs:((wls:((ls:
lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label)))+(labeled_lines:((lines:line)*(llabel:
label)))+(weight_lines:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))+(lw_lines:((wli:((wlines:
line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label)))+(labeled_points:((points:point)*(plabel:
label)))+(points:point)+(lines:line)+(linesegs:lineseg)))

>> instance (s4): (shapes:((labeled_linesegs:((linesegs:lineseg)*(lslabel:label)))
+(weight_linesegs:((ls:lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))+(lw_linesegs:((wls:((ls:
lineseg)*(thickness:weight)))*(wlslab:label)))+(labeled_lines:((lines:line)*(llabel:
label)))+(weight_lines:((wlines:line)*(lthickness:weight)))+(lw_lines:((wli:((wlines:
line)*(lthickness:weight)))*(wlilab:label)))+(labeled_points:((points:point)*(plabel:
label)))+(points:point)+(lines:line)+(linesegs:lineseg)))

SDL 17> instance p1, p2, p3, p4: point;

>> instance (p1): point

>> instance (p2): point

>> instance (p3): point

>> instance (p4): point

SDL 18>

The instance definition can be used to declare numerical data and
individuals.

7.4.6 Individuals

An individual can be created by the built-in functions such as point, label,
line, etc.  The following example specifies a point individual and stores the
individual to the variable current.

SDL 18> point(5, 5, 0, 1);

>> value: (point) position: 5(1,1,0)

SDL 19> print(current);
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Instance: current = (point) position: 5(1,1,0)

SDL 20> p1 = point(10,0,0,1);

>> value: (point) position: 10(1,0,0)

SDL 21> p2 = point(15,50,0,1);

>> value: (point) position: 5(3,10,0)

SDL 22>

7.4.7 Manipulating Forms

A form is a collection of one or more individuals of the same sort.  The
following examples illustrate how to add individuals to a form.  Note that the
GRAIL function form_add is essential in manipulating a given form.  The
function form_add adds an individual to the given form.  The individual that
is added must be of the same sort as the form.  Once an individual is added,
the form will be sorted and maximalized automatically.

The function attribute_add is used for adding extra attributes to a given
individual.  Suppose that b1 is a form, and b1.@end indicates the last
individual of the form b1.  Note that the ‘at index’ (@) is an integer that
indicates the index of an individual in a form.  The first individual of the form
is indexed as 1.  Two special indices are provided.  The index first indicates the
first individual of the given form, and the index end indicates the last.

SDL 22> form_add(s1, (p1, label(“a”)));

Debug: Add an individual to form s1

begin <1>

    begin <1>

        position: 10(1,0,0)

        begin <1>

            label: a
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        end <>

    end <>

end <>

SDL 23> form_add(s1, (p2, {label(“abc”), label(“b”)}));

Debug: Add an individual to form s1

begin <1>

    begin <2>

        position: 10(1,0,0)

        begin <1>

            label: a

        end <>

        position: 5(3,10,0)

        begin <2>

            label: abc

            label: b

        end <>

    end <>

end <>

SDL 24> p1 = point(40.0, 40.0, 0.0);

>> value: (point) position: 40(1,1,0)

SDL 25> p2 = point(80.0, 40.0, 0.0);

>> value: (point) position: 40(2,1,0)

SDL 26> p3 = point(80.0, 80.0, 0.0);

>> value: (point) position: 80(1,1,0)

SDL 27> p4 = point(40.0, 80.0, 0.0);

>> value: (point) position: 40(1,2,0)

SDL 28> form_add(s2, lineseg(p1, p2));
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Debug: Add an individual to form s2

begin <1>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 40(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

    end <>

end <>

SDL 29> form_add(s2, lineseg(p2, p3));

Debug: Add an individual to form s2

begin <1>

    begin <2>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 80(1,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 40(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

    end <>

end <>

SDL 30> form_add(s2, lineseg(p3, p4));

Debug: Add an individual to form s2

begin <1>

    begin <3>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 80(1,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 40(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 80(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

    end <>

end <>

SDL 31> form_add(s2, lineseg(p4, p1));
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Debug: Add an individual to form s2

begin <1>

    begin <4>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 40(1,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 80(1,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 40(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 80(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

    end <>

end <>

SDL 32> form_add(s3, (lineseg(p1, p3), weight(3)));

Debug: Add an individual to form s3

begin <1>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

    end <>

end <>

SDL 33> s4 = s1 + s2 + s3;

Debug: Sort of form matched!

 >> value: (form) begin <3>

    begin <4>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 40(1,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 80(1,0,0)
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        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 40(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        direction: (1,0,0) root: 80(0,1,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

    end <>

    begin <2>

        position: 10(1,0,0)

        begin <1>

            label: a

        end <>

        position: 5(3,10,0)

        begin <2>

            label: abc

            label: b

        end <>

    end <>

end <>

SDL 34>

7.4.8 Graphical Output and Display

Some elementary graphical capabilities are provided for graphical output and
display.  The user can open a display window by typing the function
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display_open after the SDL prompt.  A window will display on the screen after
the function is executed.  The user can request the program to display a form
(display_form), refresh a display (display_refresh), or clear a display
(display_clear).

SDL 34> display_open();

SDL 35> display_origin(50, 50);

Debug: Change origin to (50, 50).

SDL 36> display_ratio(2.0,2.0);

Debug: Change display ratio to (2, 2).

SDL 37> display_form(s1);

SDL 38> display_form(s2);

SDL 39> display_form(s2+s3);

SDL 40> display_form(s4);

SDL 41>

A display of form s4 is shown in Figure 7.1.

7.4.9 Graphical Input Mode

Besides the textual input mode shown above, there is also a graphical input
mode which the user can activate by invoking the function interactive_form

with a defined form instance identifier as argument.  At the bottom of the
display window, a row of buttons appears with event labels point (to add a
point individual), line (to add an infinite line individual), line segment (to
add a line segment individual), label (to add a labeled geometry), weight (to
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add a weighted geometry), clear (to clear or undo all previous editings and
return to the state last committed), commit (to commit all of the individuals to
the instance), and quit (to quit editing without adding any individual to the
instance).  If the instance contains a form, the display window shows the form
as initial; otherwise, an empty display is shown.  The following shows that
the user activates the graphical input mode for editing instance s3, and adds
individuals to s3.

Figure 7.2 shows the window on graphical input mode and the current
result (shown below) after the user added individuals.

SDL 41> interactive_form(s3);

form_add(s3,lineseg((113.00,42.00,0.00),(114.00,91.00,0.00)));

begin <2>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

Figure 7.1. Current graphical display of SDL.
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        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

    end <>

end <>

>> Label On.

>> Input value: abc

>> label(“abc”);

form_add(s3,((lineseg((114.00,91.00,0.00),(171.50,93.50,0.00)),label(“abc”)));

begin <3>

Figure 7.2. The graphical input mode.
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    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (57,2,0) root: -4959/3253(2,-57,0)

        tail: 6680/3253 head: 9933/3253

        begin <1>

            label: abc

        end <>

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

    end <>

end <>

>> Label Off.

>> Weight On.

>> Input value: 2.0

>> weight(2.00);

form_add(s3,(lineseg((172.00,92.50,0.00),(172.00,54.00,0.00)),weight(2.000000)
));

begin <3>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>

    begin <1>
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        direction: (57,2,0) root: -4959/3253(2,-57,0)

        tail: 6680/3253 head: 9933/3253

        begin <1>

            label: abc

        end <>

    end <>

    begin <2>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 172(1,0,0)

        tail: 54 head: 92

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

    end <>

end <>

form_add(s3,(lineseg((172.00,54.00,0.00),(114.00,42.50,0.00)),weight(2.000000)
));

begin <3>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (57,2,0) root: -4959/3253(2,-57,0)

        tail: 6680/3253 head: 9933/3253

        begin <1>

            label: abc

        end <>
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    end <>

    begin <3>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 172(1,0,0)

        tail: 54 head: 92

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

        direction: (29,6,0) root: -534/877(6,-29,0)

        tail: 3558/877 head: 5312/877

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

    end <>

end <>

>> Weight Off.

form_add(s3,line((8.00,142.00,0.00),(167.00,23.50,0.00)));

begin <4>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (57,2,0) root: -4959/3253(2,-57,0)

        tail: 6680/3253 head: 9933/3253

        begin <1>

            label: abc
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        end <>

    end <>

    begin <3>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 172(1,0,0)

        tail: 54 head: 92

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

        direction: (29,6,0) root: -534/877(6,-29,0)

        tail: 3558/877 head: 5312/877

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (159,-119,0) root: 905/1517(119,159,0)

    end <>

end <>

>> Label On.

>> Input value: pt

>> label(“pt”);

form_add(s3,(point(86.50,114.50,0.00),label(“pt”)));

begin <5>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>
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    begin <1>

        direction: (57,2,0) root: -4959/3253(2,-57,0)

        tail: 6680/3253 head: 9933/3253

        begin <1>

            label: abc

        end <>

    end <>

    begin <3>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 172(1,0,0)

        tail: 54 head: 92

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

        direction: (29,6,0) root: -534/877(6,-29,0)

        tail: 3558/877 head: 5312/877

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (159,-119,0) root: 905/1517(119,159,0)

    end <>

    begin <1>

        position: 2(43,57,0)

        begin <1>

            label: pt

        end <>

    end <>
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end <>

After the user commits the results to the instance or cancels (ignores the
editing), the window shows the final result of the instance.  To return to the
textual input mode, the user clicks the ‘Quit’ button.

>> Commit.

begin <5>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (57,2,0) root: -4959/3253(2,-57,0)

        tail: 6680/3253 head: 9933/3253

        begin <1>

            label: abc

        end <>

    end <>

    begin <3>

        direction: (0,1,0) root: 172(1,0,0)

        tail: 54 head: 92

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

        direction: (29,6,0) root: -534/877(6,-29,0)
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        tail: 3558/877 head: 5312/877

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (159,-119,0) root: 905/1517(119,159,0)

    end <>

    begin <1>

        position: 2(43,57,0)

        begin <1>

            label: pt

        end <>

    end <>

end <>

>> Label Off.

>> Quit graphical input mode.

begin <5>

    begin <1>

        direction: (1,49,0) root: 5495/2402(49,-1,0)

        tail: 2171/2402 head: 4573/2402

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (57,2,0) root: -4959/3253(2,-57,0)

        tail: 6680/3253 head: 9933/3253

        begin <1>

            label: abc

        end <>

    end <>

    begin <3>
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        direction: (0,1,0) root: 172(1,0,0)

        tail: 54 head: 92

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

        direction: (1,1,0) root: (0,0,0)

        tail: 40 head: 80

        begin <>

            value: 3

        end

        direction: (29,6,0) root: -534/877(6,-29,0)

        tail: 3558/877 head: 5312/877

        begin <>

            value: 2

        end

    end <>

    begin <1>

        direction: (159,-119,0) root: 905/1517(119,159,0)

    end <>

    begin <1>

        position: 2(43,57,0)

        begin <1>

            label: pt

        end <>

    end <>

end <>

SDL 42>
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Figure 7.3 shows the results after the user commits and quits the graphical
input mode.

7.5 SDL Examples from the Grammar of Chinese Vernacular
Houses

Finally, I take a few shape rules from the grammar of Chinese vernacular
houses (Section 4.3), and show how these shape rules can be described in the
shape description language.  The illustrated examples have been tested in
SDL.  The first step is to specify the sort definitions.

// sort definitions

sort labeled_points : (points : point) * (plabel : label);

sort labeled_lines : (lines : line) * (llabel : label);

sort weight_lines : (wlines : line) * (lthickness : weight);

sort lw_lines : (wli : weight_lines) * (wlilab : label);

sort labeled_linesegs : (linesegs : lineseg) * (lslabel : label);

sort weight_linesegs : (ls : lineseg) * (thickness : weight);

Figure 7.3. The resulting display after the graphical input mode.
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sort lw_linesegs : (wls : weight_linesegs) * (wlslab : label);

sort lsshapes : labeled_linesegs + weight_linesegs + lw_linesegs;

sort lshapes : labeled_lines + weight_lines + lw_lines;

sort labeled_shapes :  lsshapes + lshapes + labeled_points;

sort sshapes :  points + lines + linesegs;

sort global : (name : label) * (value : weight);

sort shapes : labeled_shapes + sshapes + global;

Example 1: Initial shape

// example 1 (initial shapes)

instance init_shape : shapes;

form_add(init_shape, point(0,0,0,1));

Example 2: Shape rule 1

// example 2 (rule 1)

instance s1_left, s1_right : shapes;

instance p1, p2 : point;

instance bay, enclosure, route: int;
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s1_left = form_duplicate(init_shape);

bay = 5; // number of bays in principle building

enclosure = 2; // number of enclosures

route = 4; // number of routes

p1 = point(0,0,0,1); // key brick position

p2 = point(0,-10,0,1); // front point of axis

form_add(s1_right, (p1, label("K")));

form_add(s1_right, (p2, {label("K'"), label("I")}));

form_add(s1_right, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s1_right, (label("bay"), weight(bay)));

form_add(s1_right, (label("enclosure"), weight(enclosure)));

form_add(s1_right, (label("route"), weight(route)));

Example 3: Shape rule 2

// example 3 (rule 2)

instance s2_left, s2_right : shapes;

instance width, depth, height : real;

form_add(s2_left, (p1, label("K")));

form_add(s2_left, (p2, label("K'")));

form_add(s2_left, line(p1, p2));
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height = 10.0; // the height

depth = 13.0; // the depth

width = 10.0; // the width

s2_right = form_duplicate(s2_left);

form_add(s2_right, (label("width"), weight(width)));

form_add(s2_right, (label("depth"), weight(depth)));

form_add(s2_right, (label("height"), weight(height)));

Example 4: Shape rule 3

// example 4 (rule 3)

instance s3_left, s3_right : shapes;

instance t1, t2, t3, t4 : point;

s3_left = form_duplicate(s2_left);

form_add(s3_left, (label(“bay”), weight(bay)));

form_add(s3_left, (label(“enclosure”), weight(enclosure)));

form_add(s3_left, (label(“width”), weight(width)));

form_add(s3_left, (label(“depth”), weight(depth)));

t1 = point(-width/2.0, -2.0*depth/3.0, 0.0);

t2 = point(width/2.0, -2.0*depth/3.0, 0.0);

t3 = point(width/2.0, depth/3.0, 0.0);

t4 = point(-width/2.0, depth/3.0, 0.0);
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s3_right = form_duplicate(s2_left);

form_add(s3_right, (label(“bay”), weight(bay-1)));

form_add(s3_right, (label(“enclosure”), weight(enclosure-1)));

form_add(s3_right, (lineseg(t1, t2), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“M”)})));

form_add(s3_right, (lineseg(t2, t3), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“M”),
label(“A”)})));

form_add(s3_right, (lineseg(t3, t4), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“M”),
label(“A’”)})));

form_add(s3_right, (lineseg(t4, t1), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“M”),
label(“A”)})));

Example 5: Shape rule 4

// example 5 (rule 4)

instance s4_left, s4_right : shapes;

instance t5, t6 : point;

instance rear : real;

form_add(s4_left, (p2, label(“K’”)));

form_add(s4_left, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s4_left, (lineseg(t1, t2), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s4_left, (lineseg(t2, t3), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s4_left, (lineseg(t3, t4), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“A’”)})));

form_add(s4_left, (lineseg(t4, t1), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

rear = 4.0; // the depth of rear space
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t5 = point(width/2.0, (depth/3.0 + rear), 0.0);

t6 = point(-width/2.0, (depth/3.0 + rear), 0.0);

form_add(s4_right, (p2, label(“K’”)));

form_add(s4_right, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s4_right, (lineseg(t1, t2), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s4_right, (lineseg(t2, t5), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s4_right, (lineseg(t5, t6), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s4_right, (lineseg(t6, t1), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s4_right, (lineseg(t3, t4), weight(2)));

form_add(s4_right, (t3, label(“B”)));

form_add(s4_right, (t4, label(“B”)));

Example 6: Shape rule 5

// example 6 (rule 5)

instance s5_left, s5_right : shapes;

form_add(s5_left, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s5_left, (lineseg(t1, t2), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“M”)})));

form_add(s5_left, (lineseg(t2, t3), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“M”)})));

form_add(s5_left, (lineseg(t3, t4), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), lable(“M”)})));

form_add(s5_left, (lineseg(t4, t1), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“M”)})));

form_add(s5_right, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s5_right, (lineseg(t1, t2), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“C”),
label(“raised”), label(“alpha”)})));
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form_add(s5_right, (lineseg(t2, t3), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“C”),
label(“R”), label(“raised”)})));

form_add(s5_right, (lineseg(t3, t4), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“C”),
label(“raised”), label(“beta”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s5_right, (lineseg(t4, t1), (weight(2), {label(“cross”), label(“C”),
label(“R”), label(“raised”)})));

Example 7: Shape rule 8

// example 7 (rule 8)

instance s8_left, s8_right : shapes;

instnace pd, pw1, pw2: point;

form_add(s8_left, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s8_left, (p2, label(“K’”)));

form_add(s8_left, (lineseg(t1, t2), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s8_left, (lineseg(t2, t3), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s8_left, (lineseg(t3, t4), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

form_add(s8_left, (lineseg(t4, t1), (weight(2), label(“cross”))));

pd = point(0, depth/3.0, 0.0);

pw1 = point(width/4.0, depth/3.0, 0.0);

pw2 = point(-width/4.0, depth/3.0, 0.0);

s8_right = form_duplicate(s8_left);

form_add(s8_right, (pd, label(“Dm”)));

form_add(s8_right, (pw1, label(“W”)));

form_add(s8_right, (pw2, label(“DW”)));
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Example 8: Shape rule 17

// example 8 (rule 17)

instance s17_left, s17_right : shapes;

instance t1x, t2x, t1y, t2y, rw: real;

t1x = 8.0;

t2x = 10.0;

t1y = -5.0;

t2y = 7.0;

form_add(s17_left, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s17_left, (label(“bay”), weight(bay)));

form_add(s17_left, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“alpha”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s17_left, (lineseg((t1x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“beta”)})));

form_add(s17_left, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“R”), label(“A”)})));

form_add(s17_left, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“alpha”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s17_left, (lineseg((-t1x, t2y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“beta”)})));

form_add(s17_left, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“R”), label(“A”)})));

rw = 10.0;

form_add(s17_right, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s17_right, (label(“bay”), weight(bay-2)));
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form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“alpha”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((t1x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“beta”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“R”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“alpha”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((t2x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“beta”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((t2x+rw, t1y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“R’”), label(“A”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“alpha”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((-t1x, t2y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“raised”), label(“beta”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“R”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t1y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“alpha”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((-t2x, t2y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t2y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
{label(“raised”), label(“beta”)})));

form_add(s17_right, (lineseg((-(t2x+rw), t1y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t2y, 0.0)),
(weight(2), {label(“raised”), label(“R’”), label(“A”)})));

Example 9: Shape rule 40
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// example 9 (rule 40)

instance s40_left, s40_right : shapes;

t1x = 5.0;

t2x = 15.0;

t1y = -5.0;

t2y = 7.0;

form_add(s40_left, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s40_left, (p2, {label(“K’”), label(“I”)}));

form_add(s40_left, (label(“route”), weight(route)));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”)})));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((t1x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”)})));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t1x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”)})));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”)})));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((-t1x, t2y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”)})));

form_add(s40_left, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t1x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“E”)})));

form_add(s40_right, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s40_right, (p2, {label(“K’”), label(“I’”)}));

form_add(s40_right, (label(“route”), weight(route-2)));

form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”), label(“front”)})));
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form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((t1x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t1x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((-t1x, t2y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s40_right, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t1x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

Example 10: Shape rule 50

// example 10 (rule 50)

instance s50_left, s50_right : shapes;

t1x = 8.0;

t2x = 10.0;

t1y = -5.0;

t2y = 7.0;

form_add(s50_left, line(p1, p2));
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form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
label(“front”))));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((t1x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), weight(1)));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((t2x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((t2x+rw, t1y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(2),
label(“front”))));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((-t1x, t2y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), weight(1)));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”), label(“front”)})));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((-t2x, t2y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s50_left, (lineseg((-(t2x+rw), t1y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

instance yardd, dis : real;

yardd = 20.0;

dis = 3.0;

form_add(s50_right, line(p1, p2));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t1x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t1y, 0.0)), weight(2)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t1x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), weight(1)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“T”)})));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x, t1y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“T”)})));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x, t2y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“T”)})));
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form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x+rw, t1y, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“T”)})));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-t1x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t1y, 0.0)), weight(2)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-t1x, t2y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), weight(1)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-t2x, t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“T”)})));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-t2x, t1y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t1y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“G”)})));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-t2x, t2y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t2y, 0.0)), (weight(1),
{label(“cross”), label(“T”)})));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-(t2x+rw), t1y, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t2y, 0.0)),
(weight(1), {label(“cross”), label(“T”)})));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x-2.0*dis, t1y-dis, 0.0), (-(t2x-2.0*dis),
t1y-dis, 0.0)), label(“Y”)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x-2.0*dis, t1y-dis-yardd, 0.0), (-(t2x-2.0*dis),
t1y-dis-yardd, 0.0)), label(“Y”)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x-2.0*dis, t1y-dis, 0.0), (t2x-2.0*dis,
t1y-dis-yardd, 0.0)), label(“Y”)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x-dis, t1y-dis, 0.0), (t2x-dis, t1y-dis-yardd, 0.0))));

form_add(s50_right, (point(t2x-dis, t1y-dis-yardd, 0.0), label(“J”)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((t2x-dis, t1y-dis, 0.0), (t2x+rw, t1y-dis, 0.0))));

form_add(s50_right, (point(t2x+rw, t1y-dis, 0.0), label(“S”)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-(t2x-2.0*dis), t1y-dis, 0.0), (-(t2x-2.0*dis),
t1y-dis-yardd, 0.0)), label(“Y”)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-(t2x-dis), t1y-dis, 0.0), (-(t2x-dis), t1y-dis-yardd,
0.0))));

form_add(s50_right, (point(-(t2x-dis), t1y-dis-yardd, 0.0), label(“J”)));

form_add(s50_right, (lineseg((-(t2x-dis), t1y-dis, 0.0), (-(t2x+rw), t1y-dis, 0.0))));

form_add(s50_right, (point(-(t2x+rw), t1y-dis, 0.0), label(“S”)));

form_add(s50_right, ((lineseg((t2x-2.0*dis, t1y-yardd-2.0*dis, 0.0), (-(t2x-2.0*dis),
t1y-yardd-2.0*dis, 0.0))), label(“F”)));


